Course Description:
Relationships between literacies and technologies have been evolving significantly in the last
decade such that the very notions of communication, representation and meaning making are
being transformed. This course uses a broad conceptualization of literacy, wherein reading and
writing are socially situated acts that are informed by the historical, cultural, and social contexts
in which they are practiced; such a view understands literacy as multiple, that is literacies, and to
be enacted as a social practice, that is literacy practices. Therefore, in addition to inquiring
deeply into the contexts in which reading and writing occur across contexts, we will also explore
the possibilities of new literacies that emerge from new technologies; including, but not limited
to the visual, digital, and other hybridized realms that are involved in the ways that literacies are
engaged for meaning making across contexts and modalities. In particular, we will explore what
it means to represent in this digital age – that is, whose ideas are represented? In what ways? For
what purposes? And, more broadly, who tells the stories that are heard, and whose are silenced?

Literacy is a contested space in which the dynamics of power, voice, access, identities, and
representation are always at play. Within this frame, we will consider the implications that
technologies – including the Internet and related applications, and multimedia – have for literacy
education and consider the following points of inquiry as we move through the course:

- What are literacies in the age of new technologies, and how are they changing?
- What new spaces for ‘self authoring’ and representation are opened up by new
  technologies? And what are the possibilities of these spaces for enacting social change in
  and out of schools?
- What are the new roles of schools, after-school programs, and other spaces of learning in
  supporting the literacy learning of children and youth?
- What are the implications of this conversation about literacies and technologies for the
  related areas of pedagogy, research, and policy?

In this course, students will engage critically with range of perspectives on literacies and
technologies, and the ways that they are situated in our society across a variety of contexts. The
texts for this course will cover four broad areas of scholarship that will illuminate our
discussions throughout this course: 1) Literacies and technologies in social contexts; 2) Multimodality and multiliteracies; 2) Spaces for literate engagements; and 3) Representations of meanings and identities across modalities. Each of these sections introduces a lens through which we will engage current discourses and debates about literacies and technologies. The texts represent a range of disciplines and perspectives that are inform the questions that frame this course. While we will read a wide variety of texts as a whole class, students will be asked to inquire deeply into one topic relevant to their practice – as practitioners
and researchers – and be given the choice to tailor some of their readings to their individual sites of inquiry. These choice texts are indicated below, and present different perspectives on the issues relevant to this course.

**Course Texts:**

**Required texts:**

Bulkpack – Replica Copy Center will deliver copies for purchase during the third class. Cash and check are accepted.


**Recommended Text:** If you have not read *Social Literacies*, please read this text for **class 4** (July, 8th)


**Choice texts:** Students will choose one additional texts to review closely that is aligned with their interests in taking this course. These texts will be made available on loan, online, or in the library. Listed below are a few titles. These and several other titles will be added to the class bibliography, which can be found on Blackboard.


Course Activities and Assignments
(see schedule below for all due dates)

Journals: (ongoing; see schedule for due dates)
Students are asked to keep a journal to reflect on their journey through this course; they will meet regularly with their journal group in class. Students will be occasionally expected to share certain selections from their journal – i.e. inquiry questions, reflections on self-representations, responses to texts, implications for research and practice.

Self representations:
(60% of total grade)
During the course, students will be asked to construct three self representations that highlight different modes of meaning making (visual, written, aural, tactile). The idea here is that we are our own texts, a starting point from which to engage multiple literacies and technologies for the purposes of representation. In undertaking these projects, keep your inquiry questions close in mind as they may shape how you represent yourself. We will explore these ideas together in class, prior to when the representations are due.

Self representation 1: Due Class 3
Memoir Pockets – Fashion a pocket using an artifact that holds meaning for you (e.g. the cover of a favorite magazine or newspaper, old t-shirt, etc.) and then include up to four artifacts that hold stories about literacy in your life.

Self representation 2: Due Class 6
Choose one of the following for week 6: Focus here on your multiple subjectivities (e.g. sister, son, cyclist, graduate student, Cosi card holder 😊)

Life Soundtrack – Think about the sounds of your life and the stories they hold for who you are (e.g. traffic in the morning, that Manilow song that always puts you to bed, the crazy neighbor who vacuums at midnight) and put them together on a CD, complete with jacket cover and jewel case. Be prepared to share the story/ies of your soundtrack.

Self Portrait – What can you represent about your life visually? What can you communicate using only images? Imagine photographs, but don’t forget about silent movies, painting, mixed media collage…

Self representation 3: Due Class 9
Multimodal stories – Using one of the readily available video editing programs (e.g. I*Movie, Final Cut Pro, Windows Movie Maker), students will construct a brief biographical sketch of their literacy histories. These stories will be about a minute long; they will have the opportunity to further develop these stories for their reflection projects.

Reflection Project: Due Class 12
(40% of total grade)
As the culminating activity for this course, students are asked to demonstrate the journey of their initial inquiry upon entering this course. This project should draw on a range of modes in the construction and representation of the inquiry. Students should address the following questions in their projects:

- What was your path of inquiry into literacies, technologies, and representation in this course?
- Where do you stand now in relation to the questions that guided this course?
- What are the future directions for your work as a practitioner and/or researcher?
- How do you understand the politics of representation in this age of new literacies and technologies?

You are encouraged to draw on the projects from the course, your research journal, class conversations and texts in this work.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class/Date</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Texts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 29</td>
<td>Introduction to course</td>
<td><a href="http://www.glef.org">www.glef.org</a> - George Lucas Foundation Video from San Fernando High School</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Due: Inquiry questions (first draft) |
Due: Memoir Pockets |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Recommended text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| July 8     | Multimodal literacies                      | **Recommended text:** Street, B. (1995). *Social Literacies: Critical approaches to literacy development, ethnography, and education.* New York: Longman.  
| No Class   | July 13                                    | **Due July 13: Inquiry questions (second draft)**  
|            |                                            | Email these to Lalitha to get feedback by 7/15  
|            |                                            | Silence Speaks (Website) [www.silencespeaks.org](http://www.silencespeaks.org)  
|            |                                            | **Due: Life Soundtrack or Self Portrait**  
|            |                                            | **Introduction** (pp. 1-8) & **Chps. 3** (pp. 57-77) & **6** (pp. 117-132)  
|            |                                            | **2 chapters & Appendix**  
|            |                                            | **Recommended:**  
<p>| July 20    |                                            |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>7</th>
<th>July 22</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>July 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>July 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Literacy through Photography: <a href="http://cds.aas.duke.edu/ltp/showtell/index.html">http://cds.aas.duke.edu/ltp/showtell/index.html</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>August 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 11 August 5 | Class (re)presentations – Reflection Projects | “Visualising Ethnography” (website)  
www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/ss/visualising_ethnography/ |